What a fantastic start to the year we have had! It's been an absolute pleasure working with 22 well-mannered, enthusiastic and happy students. We've both thoroughly enjoyed getting to know the students, settling into routines and making a great start to some challenging Grade 1 work. Thank you to the wonderful volunteers who have helped out in any way and we welcome any new faces who are willing to join us throughout the year. Enjoy a small snippet of what life in 1B has been like so far. Don't forget to pop in and see one or both of us if you have any questions, comments or concerns.

Mrs Bell & Mrs Ward

Some Highlights

**Life Ed Van** - we all enjoyed our session and especially loved catching up with Harold. Students have been working hard completing their workbooks that will be sent home Friday.

**Art with Kirsten** - one of our favourite hours of the week. Keep an eye out around the school for some of the 1B masterpieces.

**Weekly Cooking** - lots of fun, new skills developing and yummy food being eaten.

**Junior School Council** - congratulations Yasmin and Luca, two very deserving recipients who are representing our class with great pride.

**Healthy Eating** - what a busy unit of learning all about what foods keep us healthy and provide us with the energy we need to lead our active lives.

**Disco** - such an exciting way to finish off a hard working term. There was plenty of dancing, singing and loads of fun had by all.
So far in Grade 1....

My favourite thing so far in Grade One is writing. Robert
I loved the Easter Bonnet Parade. Jaiya
The best thing in Grade 1 is writing. Mia. L
I like to do writing it is so fun. Tayla
I like learning on the iPads the best! Caelan
I am absolutely loving reading this year. Yas
My favourite thing is reading groups. Aailyah
I have liked writing the best so far in Grade 1. Luca
The best thing so far in Grade 1 is Maths. Jaydeep
I am loving sport the best. Nathaniel
I have loved learning about graphs. Tyler
I love Mrs Ward and Mrs Bell. Saraya
I like cooking the most so far in Grade 1. Alex Ba
My favourite subject is Maths at school. Sam
I loved the disco so much. Isaac
The best thing so far is Sport with Mr Bell. Alex Bi
I like reading different books the best. Bawi
I like playing number buzz the best. Abbey
I love having a lunch order in Grade 1. Jacobi
The best thing so far is learning lots of new things. Mia. C
I love playing the game Monster Mash in Maths. It is fun. Tahli
I like my friends at school. Van Dawi

Nathaniel